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ELECTRIC TROLLEYS

MGI ZIP X1

PSMGIX1

- Newly engineered Zip fold, three wheel design 
- 12% lighter and 25% smaller for absolute space saving
- Advanced Click & Go Lithium battery system
- 24V electrical system for efficiency
- Ergonomic T-bar handle
- Quick release rear wheels

Black

MGI ZIP X5

PSMGIX5

Make it a level playing field with the MGI Zip X5 with 
the ingenious advantage of Downhill Speed Control and 
an Electronic Park Brake. The downhill speed control 
eliminates the need for the golfer to manually adjust 
the speed control when walking downhill creating an 
effortless, weightless transition on all downhill terrains. 
Such a feature allows the golfer to focus only on the next 
shot, leading to lower scores and increased satisfaction. 
Plus, park on any incline by activating the electronic 
brake at the press of a button. The MGI Zip X5 is the 
game changer.

Grey

Black

MGI NAVIGATOR

PSMGINAVIGAOR

Play shots under less fatigue with the new MGI Zip 
Navigator motorised buggy. Walk free around the course 
while your buggy does all the work. Featuring MGI’s 
renowned full directional remote control, roam free and 
experience the ease in which this motorised buggy moves 
around the course. Control the speed remotely while 
the automatic downhill speed control feature effortlessly 
takes control down any hilly terrain. The most significant 
technological triumph on the Zip Navigator is what lies 
within. Traverse across the toughest of terrain and watch 
as the Patented Gyroscope automatically tracks the 
buggy on a straight course. Walk free, play hard with the 
Zip Navigator.
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Grey

MGI SCORECARD HOLDER

MGIZIPSCH

Zip Series Scorecard Holder provides a weather resistant 
holder, as well as a pencil holder, ball holder, tee holder 
and flat surface to write on allowing easy scoring in a 
convenient location.

MGI UMBRELLA HOLDER

PSZIPUH-INT

Designed as a 2-way adjustable umbrella holder, the 
Zip Umbrella Holder is designed for simple and easy 
installation. With a wide opening design, it’s compatible 
for umbrella handles up to 38mm in diameter. Can be 
attached without tools.

MGI ZIP NAVIGATOR AT  
ALL TERRAIN

MGIZIPXNAT

Conquer the toughest golf courses with the Zip Navigator 
AT – All Terrain.

Designed with independent swivelling front wheels 
for added strength and stability, the Zip Navigator AT 
incorporates a full directional remote control, allowing 
you to effortlessly walk free and play hard. On even 
the most rugged and hilly courses, watch while your 
buggy traverses the landscape with conviction using the 
Patented gyroscope Straight Tracker technology. Now 
you have no boundaries, no excuses.

Black
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MGI LITHIUM 24V 250WH BATTERY

PSMGI250BAT

24V 250Wh lithium battery
Comes standard with the Zip X1, X3, X4 & X5
Charger not included

MGI LITHIUM 24V 380WH BATTERY

PSMGI380BAT

24V 380Wh lithium battery
Comes standard on the Zip Navigator & Zip Navigator AT
Optional upgrade for the Zip X1, X3, X4 & X5
Charger not included

ZIP DRINK HOLDER

MGIZIPDH

The Zip Drink Bottle Holder provides a convenient spot 
for all sized drink bottles right next to the handlebars of 
any Zip series buggy.
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MANUAL TROLLEYS

Phantom / Black White

White / Red Phantom

BIG MAX TROLLEY BLADE IP

BMGC00606150

The BIG MAX Blade IP takes design and functionality 
in the push trolley market to a whole new level. The 
ultra-slim design stands out from the crowd, offering 
unique practical options for storage and travel. With 
wheels that flip out automatically and a simple clip for 
the height adjustable handle, The BIG MAX Blade IP can 
be assembled and disassembled in a matter seconds 
cementing its place as the market leader for style, 
innovation and function.

BIG MAX BLADE QUATTRO

BMGC00606300

The BLADE Quattro combines the best of fast and Flat 
Fold technology with added stability for hilly courses. 
With a robust simplicity the BIG MAX Blade Quattro folds 
with one simple click and a movement that sees all four 
wheels flip automatically under the body of the trolley.

BIG MAX TRAVELBAG FOR BLADE

BM03054604

Clean and protected – the BIG MAX transport bag for the 
Blade trolley can do both.
Have your new BIG MAX B.lade (+)  always protected 
and with you. With the BIG MAX transport bag for the 
Blade trolley, you can also keep your car and locker 
clean.
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Phantom White

BIG MAX TROLLEY TI ONE

BMGC00607727

The successor to the legendary Ti 1000 can be set up 
at lightning speed and thanks to its straight axles, the 
construction is particularly easy to push.

The Ti ONE is exceptionally strong and durable and with 
the new Premium Organiser panel provides golfers with 
everything they could need from a premium push trolley.

BIG MAX IQ TRAVELBAG

BM03054600O.B

Have your new BIG MAX IQ+ always protected and with 
you. With the new transport bag for BIG MAX IQ+ golf 
trolley, you can also keep your car and locker clean.

Black/Red White / Red White / Lime

BIG MAX IQ +

BMGC0B830110

The name IQ+ says it all.
The award winning IQ+ leads the field in ultra-compact 
3 wheel trolley design with its easy to fold, easy to use 
practicality. Folding to a small cube shapewith two simple 
movements, the IQ+ is a space saving marvel from the 
European market leaders into a tiny package.
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Black White

Black Silver

White Black

BIG MAX BASIC

BMGC5021

This inexpensive entry-level trolley features sturdy, robust 
construction along with an integrated scorecard holder, a 
QF holder for the QF umbrella holder and ball holder.
The practical snap closure allows quick and easy folding. 
Weighing only 6.2 kg, it is one of the lightweights in the 
trolley market, and folds down to a small size for ease of 
storage and transport.

BIG MAX LITE III

BMGC00655009

It features strong stable construction with a lightweight 
aluminium frame and a host of practical features.
A wonderful entry-level model with height-adjustable 
scorecard holder, tilt-adjustable soft handle and ball 
bearing wheels. In addition, the Lite III can easily convert 
from push to pull trolley, as the front wheel is removable. 
This makes it perfect for any level of golfer.

BIG MAX TROLLEY JUNIOR 3W

BMGC00052204

The Junior Max 3W Trolley grows with the young golf pro 
for several years. This is made possible by the telescopic 
telescopic pole. Junior Max 3W – compact trolley for 
adolescent golf professionals.

BIG MAX QA RAINCOVER

BM02072300O.B

The revolutionary i-Dry system from Big Max is a real 
game changer. The Quick Attach system means you can 
protect your clubs from the rain with 2 simple clicks. The 
rain hood provides protection and easy access to your 
clubs.
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BIG MAX RAINSAFE

BMJC001

The patented RAIN SAFE by BIG MAX is the ideal rain 
cover for every golf bag.

The shapely and discreetly coordinated RAIN SAFE is 
attached to the upper area of the golf bag by means of a 
belt with a
click fastener and is therefore always within reach and 
usable.

BIG MAX BLADE: 
BEVERAGE HOLDER

BM606120-3

With the Bottle Holder from BIG MAX you always have 
your refreshing drinks at hand.

Black

BIG MAX QF PDA/GPS HOLDER

BM08030400

BIG MAX introduces its new innovation. Easy and smart, 
quick to fix. The new Quick Fix system for your BIG MAX 
Golf Trolley. Multitask and adjustable.
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RAIN COVER GOLF BAG
DELUXE 8″-10″

ACMLE0000057

This Golf bag rain cover keeps your golf cart bag and 
clubs dry in seconds. 

- Made of heavy duty polyethylene that’s fully trimmed for 
additional strength 
- Quickly secures around a golf stand bag. 
- Extra Large for easy access to your clubs 
- Covers the entire bag and trolley 
- Fits all size cart bags.

RAIN COVER NYLON

ACMLE0000068

Covers all the bag from rain.
Material: Nylon

BIG MAX QF CLASSIC UMBRELLA 
HOLDER

BMGI090D

BIG MAX Quick Fix Classic Umbrella holder is a “must 
have” for all BIG MAX Trolleys. (Excluding E-Trolleys)

Attaching simply and securely into our Quick Fix base, 
the umbrella holder keeps your umbrella safely in place. 
This protects your bag and your clubs from the elements, 
making it easier to play in adverse conditions and 
helping keep your focus on the game (rather than flying 
umbrellas).
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TURFGLIDER TROLLEY 360

TGSW8500

- 360 degree swivel front wheel
- Quick-fold 2 step breakdown
- Superior Taiwan manufactured cart
- Sturdy but lightweight aluminium frame construction
- Ergonomic grab handle includes a drinks holder, 
scorecard holder, tee holder and ball holder
- Comes with a free umbrella holder which can be stored 
away behind the handle when not in use
- Extra large storage compartment for other accessories
- Wide wheelbase ensures optimum stability and easy 
maneuverability
- Quick-release wheels for ease of storage 
(including front wheel)
- Features a click on, click off footbrake
- Adjustable height handle to cater to golfers of all heights

TURFGLIDER 3 WHEEL 
TROLLEY ALI

TGSW4808

- Quick-fold 3 step breakdown
- Extra lightweight aluminium frame construction
- Ergonomic grab handle includes a drinks holder, 
scorecard holder, tee holder and ball holder
- Comes with a free umbrella holder which can be stored 
away behind the handle when not in use
- Extra large storage compartment for other accessories
- Wide wheelbase ensures optimum stability and easy 
maneuverability
- Quick-release wheels for ease of storage (including front 
wheel)
- Features a click on, click off footbrake
- Adjustable height handle to cater to golfers of all heights

Color: Glossy black / Red

Color: Glossy black / white 

Scorecard 
Holder
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RENTAL TROLLEYS

2 WHEEL RENTAL TROLLEY

ACMFF4103300

- Robust frame
- Rmovable upper bracket
- 2 Wheel trolley
- Wheels 9.5”

BAG HOLDER - UPPER BRACKET

ACMLE4101011

3 WHEEL RENTAL TROLLEY

ACMFF4103300-1

- Wide & robust frame
- Rmovable upper bracket
- 3 Wheel trolley
- Wheels 10.5”
- Front Wheel: 8”

SIDE WHEEL RENTAL TROLLEY

ACMLE4101012

Color: Black

Color: Black


